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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we discuss an idea of a system that can capture the 3-D model of a large area using only one
single Kinect 3-D range sensor plus a stationary master camera. In operation, the Kinect is placed at different key
positions to capture the local 3-D models, while a stationary master camera is situated behind the Kinect to find the
current pose of the Kinect range sensor. Traditionally, a large scene can be scanned by moving the Kinect sensor
across the whole area. Then the models obtained can be combined using motion capturing and pattern matching
methods. However, the accuracy deteriorates when the area is too large or the environment does not provide enough
features for registration. In our proposal, we place the Kinect at different key positions to obtain a number of local
models. A dual-face checkerboard is placed on the top of the Kinect sensor in a way that the pattern can be seen
from both the front and rear sides but not blocking the view of the Kinect. The pose of the board and the Kinect
is estimated by a pose estimation algorithm using the images captured by the master camera. Since the embedded
RGB-camera in the Kinect cannot see the checkerboard, a method based on a mirror is devised to determine the
relative pose between the board and the embedded RGB-camera. Finally, we can combine all the 3-D local models
and the pose information obtained to build up the complete global model. Various parts of the idea have been
tested. We plan to integrate all parts and build a complete system for building the 3D map of a shopping mall or a
museum in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Obtaining the 3-D model of a small area can be
achieved by a low cost 3-D scanner such as the
Kinect camera. There is also a huge demand on the
3-D digitization of larger environment for virtual
reality or 3-D navigation applications. Currently, a
popular method is to scan the scene by moving the
sensor manually for a distance to obtain the model
by the software called Kinfu [Pir11]. However, the
known problem of this approach is that the result
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may deteriorate if the scanning region is too large.
Moreover, in order to achieve a reasonably good
result, the scanning process is best to be performed
by experienced technicians who are able to handle
the scanner steadily for a long time. This creates a
problem in deployment and execution. In this paper,
we report a simple but yet effective method to solve
the problem.
The setup is illustrated in Figure 1. In the proposed
system, we employ only one Kinect sensor. It is to
be placed at different key positions at different times
to cover a large target area. One extra static camera,
called the master camera in the world coordinate
system, is needed to determine the current pose of the
Kinect sensor. Pose estimation is achieved by placing
a dual-face checkerboard on the top of the Kinect
sensor. A standard pose estimation method [CW05]
is used to obtain the position and orientation of the
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checkerboard with respect to the master camera.
Even the poses of the Kinect sensor can be deter-
mined by the method explained above, however, there
is an extra problem. Since the checkerboard and the
Kinect cannot be aligned at the same position, we
need to determine this small pose difference. This
gives a certain difficulty to the overall system. Firstly,
the checkerboard has to be observable from behind
the Kinect by the master camera. It cannot be placed
in front of the Kinect to block its view. The solution
is that we fix the checkerboard on top of the Kinect
so it can be seen on both (front and rear) sides. The
board has two faces and its images are the same on
both sides. Hence it is called the dual-face checker-
board. Using this scheme, we need to determine the
pose between the dual-face board and the Kinect.
Traditional extrinsic parameter calibration methods
cannot be employed because the Kinect camera
cannot observe the checkerboard directly. To tackle
the task under this special arrangement, we propose
to make use of a mirror together with the method by
[LKL+15] to solve the problem. The procedure is
discussed in the Section 3.
With the equipment setup mentioned above, the 3-D
reconstruction process can be carried out as follows:
Firstly, we need to choose a number of key positions.
So by combining the models obtained at these key
positions, the whole area of the target 3-D space can
be covered. Then, at each key position, the Kinect
sensor is operated to obtain the local 3-D model
accurately by some existing approaches [Pir11]
hence the localized 3-D structure can be calculated.
Since a checkerboard is attached to the top of the
Kinect sensor, the master camera is used to obtain
the 3-D pose of the Kinect in the master (or world)
coordinate system. Finally, we can combine all these
local results into the world coordinate frame and we
get the global 3-D model of the large environment.
The major contributions of this work are:

• The setup is low cost; only a single Kinect sensor
and a normal digital camera are needed.

• The result is accurate compared to the traditional
handheld scanning method, especially if the area
is large or lacking features in some areas.

Our paper is organized as follows. The background
of the research is discussed in section 2. The theo-
ries used in this work are discussed in section 3. The
experimental result is shown in section 4. Section 5
concludes the work.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Structure From Motion
Structure from Motion (SfM) is an important problem
in the field of computer vision. It has been studied

Figure 1: Overall setup - master camera and kinects

for more than a decade, for examples in the litera-
ture [JAP99], [Nis00], [HZ03], [FLP04], [YWC05],
[YWC06] and [SSS08] etc.. The target is to find the
3-D model of an object from 2-D pictures. SfM is still
an ongoing research topic. Most techniques rely on
the correspondences between 3-D points of the object
and its 2-D projection on the images. In the process,
both the camera pose and the 3-D structure are com-
puted. In order to find the correspondences among
the input images, interest points are first located and
extracted by the feature detectors like [HS88] and
[Low04]. Features such as points, corners, edges and
even planes can be tracked and extracted. Based on
the features, the 3-D strcutrue can be estimated using
bundle adjustment, for example [CW05].

2.2 Reconstruction by Kinect
Nowadays, there are lots of range sensors available
in the market. They are suitable for performing
computer vision tasks such as 3-D reconstruction.
The Microsoft Kinect [Zha12] is a popular consumer
grade range sensor for games and digital entertain-
ment. Since it is inexpensive and its precision is high
enough, it has been widely adopted by researchers
in the field [CPF+12], [SHBS11], [TJRF13]. The
underlying technology of a 3-D scanner is the
use of Laser or Infra-red beam. The output is a
point cloud consisting of the depth information
that represents the structure of the target object.
Triangles, polygon planes or curvature structures,
can be constructured based on the obtained points
through the process of surface reconstruction. One
of the most straight-forward method is Triangle Strip
devised by Zhang et. al. [ZZC+13]. It tackles the
task by filling up the gaps along the two neighboring
rows of horizontal pixels with multiple consecutive
triangle plane surfaces. Triangle Strip offers an
efficient way to reconstruct the object surface but
the output is of relatively low quality. Another
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algorithm having a better performance is Poisson
Surface Reconstruction [KBH06]. It inserts hundreds
of extra pixels in between the direct neighboring
points. The insertion of pixel points is based on the
original neighboring point curvature and tangential
level to build up smooth object surfaces. In this way,
it can produce high quality 3-D models. The main
disadvantage is its long compuatation time, thus
not suitable for real-time processing. Besides, there
are other traditional algorithms to reconstruct 3-D
surfaces, such as Ball Pivoting [BMR+99] and Power
Crust [ACK01].

2.3 Long sequence reconstruction
There are some studies on the 3-D reconstruction of a
large indoor environment. Kinect Fusion [NIH+11] is
one of the most popular system for real-time surface
mapping and tracking [IKH+11]. Depth information
generated from the Kinect is used for pre-processing.
After getting surface vertices and normal maps, a pose
estimation algorithm is executed to calculate the cam-
era pose in the scene. With Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) procedure [BM92], a 6-DOF motion of the sen-
sor is found by aligning the points in the current frame
with respect to the previous ones. There is a major
limitation of the Kinect Fusion system. As it relies
on the ICP procedure for point matching, the model
scanning process fails if it is applied to a plane with
few features or a shiny surface [CKN+14].

3 THEORY
3.1 Over view of the system
The idea of our approach is illustrated in Figure
2. First we need to calibrate the pose between the
dual-face checkerboard and the Kinect. It cannot be
achieved by the usual camera calibration methods
because the checkboard is not observable from the
Kinect. To recover the pose between the Kinect and
the checkerboard, we can employ a mirror-based
technique similar to the one described in [LKL+15].
After this procedure, the rotation and translation
between the dual-face checkerboard and the Kinect
sensor can be found. Then we can use our setup to
find the complete 3-D model of the environment.
Since the dual-face checkerboard is very thin and
the patterns on both sides are the same, the model
and the image of the dual-side checkerboard are the
same no matter which side you are looking at it. The
procedure for 3-D reconstruction of the environment
is described as follows. We first place the Kinect
at a key position h = 0. The camera obtains the
image of the dual-face checkerboard at the back of
the Kinect. Using the pose estimation algorithm,
the pose parameters (Rh,Th) can be obtained. At
the same time, the local 3-D model M(h) is also

captured by the Kinect. We repeat the process for
all h. After all models M(h) are obtained, we can
put them into the coordinate system of the master
camera (or world coordinate frame). In the following
sessions, we will describe the details of (1) the pose
estimation method between the master camera and
the dual-face checkerboard and (2) a mirror-based
pose determination approach to find the pose of the
dual-face checkerboard relative to the Kinect.

3.2 Pose estimation between the camera
and the dual-face checkerboard

Pose estimation is to determine the pose (R = 3× 3
rotation matrix and T = 3× 1 translation vector )
of a rigid body when the 3-D model feature points
Mi=1,2,...I are given, where I is 3 or above and each
3-D feature Mi is a 3× 1 vector. The method is dis-
cussed in [CW05] and is a well-known approach us-
ing the Gauss-Newton least-squares scheme.

Input: Models Mi=1,2,...N with N 3-D feature points at
rotation R=I3, translation T = [0,0,0]T ; N 2-D image
points xi=1,2,...N of the 3-D features at time t
Output: Pose = θ = [φx,φy,φz,Tx,Ty,Tz]

T where
[φx,φy,φz] = rotation angles, and [Tx,Ty,Tz] = Trans-
lations
xi = p(Mi,θ), where p(Mi,θ) is the projection of
model Mi of feature i with pose θ to image xi
Loop until error is small or too many times

1: Initialse θk=0 and find p(M,θk=0)
2: for (k = 1; k < K; k++) do
3: Find image error ei ← ‖p(Mi,θk) −

p(Mi,θk−1)‖
4: Ek← [e1,e2, ...,eN ]

T

5: and Jacobian J← ∂Ek
∂θ

6: ∆θk← J−1 ∗Ek
7: Break if ∆θ is small enough
8: θk+1← θk +∆θk
9: end for
10: Return θk

3.3 Pose computation between the dual-
face checkerboard and the Kinect

Since the dual-face checkerboard is required to de-
termine the pose of the Kinect with respect to the
master camera, there is a need to find out the relative
pose (rotation=Rb, translation=tb) between the dual-
face checkerboard and the Kinect because they cannot
be aligned perfectly. The idea is illustrated in Figure
3. This can be achieved using a mirror and the method
is shown in Figure 4. Users are required to perform
this procedure just once since only one Kinect sensor
is used in the scanning operation. There are two steps
in this procedure.
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3.3.1 Step 1: Pose estimation through a mirror
In this step, the Kinect and the checkerboard are sta-
tionary. The user places the mirror at n different po-
sitions. At each mirror position, the user takes a pic-
ture of the dual-face checkerboard through the mirror
using the Kinect-RGB-camera. After this procedure,
we have n pictures for pose estimation. For exam-
ples, the camera calibration toolbox [Bou11] or the
pose estimation algorithm [CW05] can be applied to
determine the pose of the checkerboard relative to the
master camera. Then Ri=1,2,..n rotations are obtained.
However, please be noted that the rotations Ri=1,2,..n
obtained through capturing the checkerboard through
the mirror are needed to be converted back to the cor-
responding improper rotations R̃i=1,2,..n using the for-
mulas (equation 5) found in [LKL+15]. For example,
an easy test to see if a rotation is improper or not is to
see if det(R) =−1.

3.3.2 Step 2: Weiszfeld algorithm
Assuming the rotation between the Kinect and the
dual-face checkerboard is Rb, the Weiszfeld algorithm
[HAT11] is able to find this from R̃i=1,2,..n obtained in
the above step. The procedure is shown in Algorithm
1.

Algorithm 1 Weiszfeld algorithm to find Rb

Input: R̃i=1,2,..,N ,Rinit
Output: Rb
Rb(k=0) = Rb(init)
Define: V = eig_vector =V,D = eigen_value

1: repeat
2: [V,D]← eig(RT

b(k)R̃i)

3: Select index c such that D(c) == -1
4: ni←V (:,c)
5: w← log(RT

b(k)R̃i(I−2ninT
i ))

6: δ ←
∑

i=n
i=1

w
‖w‖

∑
i=n
i=1(1/‖w‖)

7: Rb(k+1)← exp(δ )Rb(k)
8: until diff. between Rb(k+1) and Rb(k) is very small
9: return Rb← Rb(k)

The above algorithm is based on the method pro-
posed by [LKL+15] and [HTDL13]. It is a rotation
averaging scheme to find the optimal rotation. In
the algorithm, the inputs are the rotations collected
from the mirror images of the checkerboard. Ro-
tation averaging has been studied in [HAT11],
[LKL+15], [HTDL13], [KIFP08], [Huy09], [CG13]
and [HTDL13]. Since the board is not directly
observed by the camera but only its reflected image,
the rotation obtained R̃i is required to be trans-
formed back to the normal view by the formulation
RT

b R̃i(I − 2ninT
i ). It is computed by steps 2 to 5

Figure 2: Overview of the approach

Figure 3: The Kinect camera can see the checker-
board through the mirror

Figure 4: Calibration of the dual-face checkerboard
and camera by repositioning the mirror

of Algorithm 1 and the method is described in
[LKL+15] . Since the relative rotation of the pose
Rb between the board and the camera is fixed and
unchanged, the only change is the mirror orientation
which will affect R̃i. If we have enough samples of
R̃i, we can find Rb using an iterative scheme. So we
need to identify a metric for evaluating the similarity
between two rotations. A recent formulation is to use
the metric proposed by Huynh [Huy09]. Together
with the Weisfield algorithm, this method [LKL+15]
can find the pose between the board and the camera
efficiently and accurately. After Rb of the pose is
found, the translation tb can also be found by a simple
linear formula using Equation(13) of [LKL+15].

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Simulation for rotation averaging
The rotation averaging algorithm is used to find the
rotation component of the pose between the dual-face
checkerboard and the Kinect camera. We have car-
ried out a simulation test to evaluate the performance
of the rotation averaging method. The test was im-
plemented in MATLAB 7.11 on a desktop computer.
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Figure 5: Simulation test result: The red +_line is
mean error angle ∆ρ in degrees. The blue o_line is
standard deviation of error angle ∆ρ in degrees.

In each test, we created a certain ground-truth ro-
tation Rb_ground_truth of the pose between the dual-
face checkerboard and the Kinect-camera. This ro-
tation was used to create 15 mirrored rotations R̃i
based on the mirror reflection formula in Equation 4
in [LKL+15]. Noise in terms of rotation angles was
injected into each of the rotation axis of input rotation
R̃i with a standard deviation of from 0.5 to 5 degrees.
Then we used the rotation averaging algorithm in Al-
gorithm 1 to find the rotation matrix Rb. 1000 tests
were carried out for each level of noise injected. To
show and analyze the performance of the system, we
plot the mean and standard deviation of the error an-
gle ∆ρ against noise injected in Figure 5 .The error
angle ∆ρ is the angle of the axis-angle representation
of ∆Rerror, where ∆Rerror = RT

b_ f ound ∗Rb_ground_truth.
The mean and standard deviation of the results are
shown in Figure 5. As we can see from Figure 5, the
error angle ∆ρ is still small even under noisy condi-
tions. It shows that the rotation averaging method can
compute the rotation of the pose accurately.

4.2 Mirror simulation toolbox
To let the readers further investigate into the math-
ematical properties of a mirror and the process
of virtual object creation, we have developed a
mirror simulation toolbox based on the formulas
in [RBN10]. In the simulation test, we can create
3-D model points and a planar mirror in arbitrary
positions. Then the corresponding virtual points and
images can be formed and displayed. The 2-D virtual
image points are captured by the real camera (in the
simulation) and are then passed to a pose estimation
algorithm [CW05], [Bou00] to find the pose of the
virtual object with respect to the real camera. It is
noted that the pose found should contain the improper
rotation matrix since it is calculated from the virtual
object. However, the camera does not know whether

Figure 6: The First Sample Case of Our Mirror Sim-
ulation

Figure 7: The Second Sample Case of Our Mirror
Simulation

the object is a real one or from the mirror. So we
need to convert the rotation (from proper to improper
rotation) using the function described by Equation
5 in [LKL+15]. Ri is the converted rotation and
is used in Algorithm 3.2. In this way, mirrors at
different positions can be generated, resulting in a set
of images of the virtual object. Ri can be calculated
from these images using a pose estimation algorithm.
If we can have enough Ri for i ≤ 3, Algorithm 3.2
can be applied to find the rotation Rb between the real
camera and the object. Screen shots of the toolbox
are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . The toolbox visualizes
the mirroring process. Files related to this research
can be found at
https://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/∼khwong/www2/
conference/2016/WSCG2016/WSCG2016.html

4.3 Real image experiment
We tested the proposed idea shown in Figure 1 us-
ing two Kinects at two different key positions, which
are about 60 cm apart. The pose between the two
Kinects are then calibrated as described in Section 3.
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Figure 8: The 3-D point clouds before merging and
they are separated

Figure 9: The 3-D point cloud combined using the
computed pose parameters

The 3-D point clouds captured by the two Kinects are
merged to generate a large 3-D model with the pose
computed. The results before and after merging are
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively. It is
demonstrated that the idea is to be feasible. Our next
plan is to build a complete system to make it become
a working system.

4.4 Comparison with an existing method
Our method is compared to an existing method called
KinFu [Pir11] in terms of stability and usability.
KinFu [Pir11] is a popular public domain software.
It can be used to scan a large indoor area. The
main problem of using Kinfu is that the operator is
required to move the Kinect sensor very slowly. In
our experience, the translation and rotation motion

Figure 10: This is a case when Kinfu fails. An object
in the scene was mistakenly rotated.

of the Kinect should be smaller than 0.5 meters or
10 degrees per second during operation, respectively.
As our method requires the Kinect to be placed at
a few stationary positions in the environment, it is
convenient to use and the performance is relatively
stable. Figure 10 shows the 3-D point cloud of a
scene accquired by KinFU. It fails to capture the 3-D
model of the environment correctly. It is because
during scanning the sensor is rotated slightly for
about 10 degrees, objects with vertical edges in the
point cloud are mistakenly rotated. KinFu is unstable
and not easy to be handled.

Method Cost Easy to
use

Accuracy

Ours Low, a
common
PC will do
the job

Easy High

KinFu High,
requires
GPU

Not easy,
needs the
user to op-
erate with
care

High
but can
become
inaccurate
when
handled
incor-
rectly.

5 CONCLUSION
In this research, we have dicussed a system that can
capture a large environment based on a two-level ap-
proach. At the first level, a Kinect sensor is placed at
different positions of a large environment to obtain a
number of local 3-D models. A dual-face checker-
board is attached to the Kinect so its pose relative
to a stationary master camera can be estimated and
recorded. Finally, all local models, each obtained
by the same Kinect placed at different positions, are
combined to become the complete wider view global
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model. We have also adopted a method using mirrors
and rotation averaging to calibrate the pose between a
camera and an object that the camera cannot observe
directly; the object can only be seen by the camera
through a mirror. The pose information is computed
using a rotation averaging algorithm called the We-
isfield Algorithm [HAT11]. A toolbox of the mirror
image formation process and rotation averaging algo-
rithm is also developed to help us use the mirror-based
techniques. Unlike existing approaches based on mo-
tion tracking methods, our system is easy to deploy,
relatively stable and low cost. A test is carried out to
show that we can combine local models to become a
larger model. The system can be used in many ap-
plications such as virtual and augmented reality. Al-
though it is not a complete system yet, we are confi-
dent that the idea is feasible and we will work on it to
build a complete system in future. For example, we
will apply the proposed techniques to the reconstruc-
tion of a large shopping mall or a museum.
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